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Lexical innovAion--the prooess of coining new words--is a common
phenomenon. In English, for instance, we have heard such recent innovations as
glamorama, jogathon, complexification, or Stonehengey. The devices speakers use
when they coin such words are typically constrained by the word-formation
options available in their language: And part of What children learn when they
acquire a language is a repertoire of word-formation devices and the conditions
under which they can be used; knowledge that is reflected in how children, as
well as adults, coin new words.

Hebrew is of interest for the study of lexical innovation and the
acquisition of word-formation devices because'the word-strupture of Semitic
languages differs in several respects from that of Indo-European languages. As
a result, a comparison of how children construct new words in English and Hebrew
should allow us to distinguish general principles from language-specific
patterns in the acquisition of word formition. In the present study, we
examined the development in children of devices used to coin agent and-
ihstrument nouns in Hebrew, for eventual comparison with English (Clark & Hecht,
19P?).

Hebrew constructs most of its content vocabulary. (verbs, nouns, and
adjectives) from two major elemghts: (1) consonantal roots, usually made up of
three onsonants, and (2) morphSlogical patterns applied to the roots, tHat is
obligatory vowel infixes with or without affixes. For example, the root
z-m-r yields, among other words, the verb le-zamer 'to sing', zemer 'a song'rll,
zamar 'singer', zimriya 'song-festival', while the root s-p-r yields, inter
alia, le-,saper 'to tell, narrate', scfser 'book'f21, and sifriya 'library'. The
root g-d-1 yields the verbs. le-gadel 'to grow, trans. = raise', li-gdol 'to
grow, intrans. =,get bigger', le-hagdil 'to enlarge, Make blgger', and the roots
g-k-n the verbs le-gaken 'to install', li'gkon 'to reside', and le-hagkin 'to
set, establish'. The same two roots yield nouns like migdal 'taRer'/migkan
'dwelling-place', gidul growth'/gikun 'housing', gdula 'greatness'77317-1a.
'nlighborhopd', the adjective gadol 'big' (but no corresponding *gaxon), and the
noun gaxen 'neighbor' (with no corresponding *gadel). Thus whilt there are many
gaps, and no root occurs in all possible patterns, manrpatterns are used
productively for word-formation, witS a certain regularity or predictability in
the form/meaning relationi that result (see Polozky, 147P: Ravid, 1978).

One kind of knowledge Hebrew-speakipg children need to acquire about word-
structue'e, then, is how root consonants interlock with the different patterns to

express specific meanings such as.passive, causative, or reflexive in verbs (see
Perman, 1980, 1982) or agent,,instrument, place, or abstract state in nouns

.N (Berman & Sagi, 1981).rH

r-r

e.-
*This paper contains a preliminary rtport of findings by Cl-ark, Berman, & Hecht .

(in preparation). The research was supported in part.by the Spencer Foundation
and the National Science Founjation (MS80-073119) We are grateful to Tamar
Sella for her help in collecting the data, and to the children and teachers of
the Kfar Xitkin preschools and grade school for their willing participatFon.
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Wnile root,plus pattern combining is the most prevalent word-formation
device in Hebrew, ..,everal otner options are available for constructing new
words, tne three commonest of which are shown in Table 1.13) Tne first is

suffixation, as in iton 'newspaper' + -ay agentive,.to gi-ye itonay 'journalist':
(The base word is sometimls slightly modified before,the suffix, as in bari
'healtny' + -ut abstract noun ending, to briyut Tne second option

involves no change in the form of the base:. it allows present-tense forms (or
beynoni).' to become noUns througn "conversion" or zert derivation. This is a
very productive device in HebreW for coining agent nouns but less so for
instruments.. For instabce, the present-tense form gomer 'he watches, i3
guarding' also functions as a noun meaning ta watchman, a guard'. The tnird
option is compounding by juxtaposing tw9 existing words to create a new lexical
item, with the order head ...modifier. The igitial, head noun sometimes changes

,to a "bound" form in the process, e.g., xeder 'room' combines with geyna
'sleeping' to form xadSr geyna 'tiedroom.'

Table 1: Word-Formation Devices other'tnan Root + Pattern

1. Suffixation - addition of suffixes to existing words:

xagma1 'electricity' + -ay agentive = xagmalay 'electrician'
tariy 'fr,esn' + -ut abstract noun = triyut 'frkshness'

. ezor 'region' + -iy adjectival = ezorqy 'regional'
kaf 'spoon' + -it diminutive = kapit ,'teaspoonv_

. 2. Copersion - use of present participial,form as agent and (less of.ten)
instrument noun:

FORM VFRB
gofet judges
nivxan takes an

examts

me'amen trains.
manTri- leads,

conducts

AGENT NOUN FORM

a judge, magistrate mocec

an examinee

a.Coach. trainer. ,

a coach, trainer
a leader

VERB INSTRU .NT NOUN

sucks baby's pacifier
nispax is-attached appendix

mekarer coofs refrigerator
max6ir prepares, instrument

trains

3. Compounding -.combination of two nouns as Head + Modifier:

xeder 'room' . + oxel 'food' = xadar oxel .'dining room'

17171-E 'house' + 34.fer 'book' = bet sef-e7 'sctidol'

-iTTa7f3y1m '.shoes' + bayit 'house' = naalTi7a7yit 'slippers'
beged* :garment' + yam, 'sea' = beged yam 'swimsuit'

In this study, we focused on the devices children use to form new
instrument nouns for picking out kinds of people and objects respectively in
Hebrew. Our point of departure was an earlier study by Clark and Hecht (1982)
that analyzed childreWs innovative agent and instrument nouns in English.where
the conventional, most productive device for both is the suffix -er. 'For
example, one can add -er to the verb bgse hit to form hitter, for someone who
hits things, or to the verb break' to form breaker, for a machiae used to bre.4k

, thing's.
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In Hebrew, the options are more numerous, and hence more complicated.
Table,2 ilrustr'ates some of the commonesi'options for agent and instrument
nouns, 'and shows tnat (p) both categories make use of conv.ersion, farming nOuns
from presen't participial verb forms.; (b) both-types of nouns are also often
formed with a pattern ehding in -an in the form CaCC-an (e.g., fromihe'root
g.rd-x 'to match, join' the word riaxan, used a.s an agent 'matchmaker' and as an

instrument 'stapler') a's well as with the suffix -an added to an existing word; .
(c) agent nouns are also 'often formed by.vowel in4e17tion alone (e.g., the root'
c-l-m yields the noun calam 'pnotograpper'); and (d) instrument nouns are often
formed with a prefixal ma-,, as in mavreg 'screwdriver', maclema 'camera'.

Table 2: Common Pevtces for Coinrng Agent and Instrument Nouns

ROOT AGENT NOUN
1. Present Parliciple: 5omer 'watcnman'

r-g-1 meragel 'a spy'

?a. CaCC-42 Pattern: r-k-d rakdan 'dapcer'
s-x-k -TaTigii 'actor"'

2b. Word + -an Suffix: c-x-k macxik-an 'joker'
, b-r-? tavru'an 'sanitary

worker'

3. VOwel Insertion: c-y-r cayar 'painter'
'5-1-m 5alam 'pakmaster'

4a. ma-CCeC Pattern:

ma-CCeCa pattern:

ROOT INSTRUMENT NOUN
m-c=c mocec 'baby's pacifier'
k-r-r4 mekarer 'refrigerator'

m-z-g ma;gan 'air conditioner'
ladxan 'stapler'

w-s-t vasat 'regulator'
m-t-g meteg tswitch'

s-r-k masrek 'comb'
TaTg-J, 'computer'

x-r-g 'maxrega 'plough'
M-t-r mamtera 'spr;inkler'

Some devices in Hebrew are preferred for agents, and others for instruments.
Thus, in the current lexicon of.Nebrew,.wnich includes many recent coinages, use
of conversion, suffixal -an, and vowel infixation seem commonest with agent
nouns, while prefixal ma- is often found with instruMents (and other inanimate
nouns, such as place nouns).

Clark and Hecht showed tnat, in Fnglish, children often relied initially on
siftle compounds (e.g., wagon-girl, for a girl wno pulls wagons), particularly
for agents; for instrumento., the younges,t children often resorted to familiar
word3 (e.g., knife, for something that cuts). Only later did children make
consistent use of -er,-and when they did, they tended,.to use it at first for
.only one of its meaningsusually the agentive one. The developinental sequence
observed in the English study, Clark and Hecht argued, could be best accounted .

for by certain-general principles tnat guide children's acqui3ition of a
repertoire of word-formation devices (Clark, 19P0). One aim in examining
related developments in Hebrew, then, 13 to find out how generally such
principles apply across languages tnat are structurally quite diTferent. -

The first of these principles is that of semantic transparency:

Known elements With one-to-one matches of meanings to 'forms 4
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are more transparent for constructing and interpreting neW

wordsthan elements with one-many or many-one matches.

Cnildren relying on,this principle, we suggest, will make use of the following

strategy:

In production, to express a meaning, find a singje device in
your repertoire and use it with only that meaning.

This predicts that for Hebrew, tnose devices where the connection between
meaning and form is transparent will be easier for children to learn to produce
then those where the connection is less transparent. As a result, (a) Hebrew

children snould make use of the devices witn specialied meaningsto distinguish,
agents from instruments. (b) At the same time, Hebrew-learning children should
avoid tne present-tense forms since these have two competing, meanings--a present

tense verb or an agent/knstrument noun.
the second Principle is that of formal simplicity:

Simpler forms are easier to acquire than more complex ones,
where simplicity is measured by tne degree of change in a
form. The less a word-form changes, the simpler -it is.

Children who follow this prinoiple in production should make use of the

following strategy:

Make as few cnanges,as possible in formi-ng a dew word from'arLold one.

It wasn3t'possible to test this principle in English, but in Hebrew the various
devices for forming agent and instcument nouns differ in their formal
simplicity. We tnerefore predicted tnat '(a) present participle'forms should be

tne simplest to use as agents and instruments.since no change in form is needed
witn conversion (zerd derivation); (b) forms witn suffixes should be simpler'
than forms witn stem-internal adjustments; hence the -an suffix should be

acquired before tne patterns with the prefix ma- (see Slobin, 1973).
The principles of semantic transparency and formal simplcity.tHerefore make

conflicting predictions about tne acquisition of pre3ent participle forms
(formally the'simplest) versus suffixal -an forms (more transparedi marking).
The data should tnerefore allow us to find out more about how these two
principles interact with each other at different s,.tage during acquisition.

Thd third principle is that of productivity:

Those word-formation devices used mot often by adults in
word innovations are the most productive in the language for
constructing new word forms.

The attendant strategy children should rely on here is:

Look for the-commonest word-formation device that expresses
the requisite meaning and add that device,to your repertoire
fdr constructing new word forms.

This principle predicts that children will acquire the most productive options

in each category first. (a) or agent nouns, the suffix -an, the vowel
insertion pattern CaCaC, and conversion formappear to be fairly evenly

distributed in Hebrew.[41 (b) Eor instruments, thp ma- patter.ns are commonest
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for more specialized words that may be urifamiliar to young children, so tney may
be acquired later than conversion forms and Lan, whiCh appear equally common.
(c) Since neither agent nor instrument compounds are, common, aompound forms

should appear late, if at all. If they are used, they should be more likely for
instruments than for agents, since there are a_number of lexicalized compounds
denoting instruments in the current lexicon of Hebrew.15-.1

Tne principle of productivity, thek, conflicts with semantic transparenCy
sihce it predicts that both present-tense forms and suffixal -an will be used
for agents and instruments. Productivity also conflicts with formal simplicity
because compounding is formally simple in Hebrew since verb-base compounds rely
on a canonical order identical to the sentential one, e.g., nehag.otobus
(.drive-bus) for"bus-driver', or go'ev avak (absorbs-dust) for 'vaccuum-
cleaner' . The predictions are summarized in Table 3 for ease of reference.

Table 3: Summary of Prediction:; made by each Principle'

Semantic transparency:
(i) For agents, use the suffix -an with known roots or words.

(ii) For instruments, use the "prefix ma- for know roots.
(iii) Avbid present-tense forms because'ehese have competing

meanings.

Formal Simplicity:

. (i) Use thels4npler preent-tense' f6rms before suffixes like -an.
(ii) Use suffixes before prefixal forms with ma-.

(iii) Use external affixes before stem-internal changes.
.(iv) Use compounds,with juxtaposition'of present-tense forms and

object nbuns before compounds with word-level morphological
change,s.

.
'4

. Productivity: . \
(i) For agents, use the suffix -an, very productive, or present-
). tense forms or stem-internal v"owel changes, also productive.

(ii) For Instr=uments, use prefixal me- patterns. '

Method
To elicit innovative nouns, we used the same technique as in Clark and

Hecht (1982), and po'sed questions designed tO elicit either agent or instrument
forms. The two types of questions can he roughly translated as follows for
agents (witYrthe verb to'burst):

"I'kve got a picture of a boy viho Ilke; to burst balloons.

What could we call a oy whose job ls to burst balloons?"

and for imstruments(with the verb to break):

*,

-

"I've got a,picture of a machine that's used tobreak
crayons. What could we call a thing that's used to b'reak
.crayon.s?"

6
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For eacn agent and instrument,instruction, there was a corresponding picture of"
a person or a mIchipe Qarrying out tne action denoted by the verb. We generally
Aowed the cnildcen the pertinent picture only after tney had responded, as a'
way of keeping tnem interested in the task, but the pictures ilso served as
prompts when children didn't come up with any response.

Each child was given 20 different verbs, 10 for agents ard 10 for
instruments, selected from those commonly,found in the vocabulary of three;
year-olds.r6] To increase the likelihood of eliciting innovative nouns from the
children, we chose activities for which there was no conventional agent or

insteument noun in the language. On occasion, however, children would offer
conventional words. For instance, one child said that a machine used for
looking at things was a colelet 'subMarine', while another said that a person
who tells stories is a yaxne, a Yiddish-based word for a woman who tallss all the
time and likes to gosip. When children gave such words, or when they failed to
give any response, we prompted them for-another word and showed them the
pertinent picture to convince them that their earlier.response wasn't
appropriate.

Sixty children took part in the study( with 12 in each of five age-groups:
three"-, four-, five-: seven-, and eleven-year olds. Th.e c'hildren were all

middle-class second or third.generation native speakers of Hebrew living in farm
communities. We also gave the are task to 12 adults, mostly college stUaents
in,their mid-twenties.171

.1*

.Results

The results ar4 summarized in Table 4. We will consider each response type
in turn, beginning with the sucfix -an. We predicted tnat tnis suffix should
emerge early as an agentive suffix .since it is specialized for agents, 13 an
exteernal marker, and is productive. 'Phis suffix was first used widely at age
four,-wheh it accounted for 60% of tne agent responses. Its use remained fairly
constant at 60-70% for the otner age groups. We also'predicted that -an would
be used more widely for agents than for instruments; and it was: four-year-
olds, for example, used -an for instruments about 40% of the time. In addition,
-an was also ttle preferred form for instruments at every age past three, and
used by adults 50% of tne time. When adults drenot use -an, they made use of
tne ma- prefix pattern (16% of tneir response's; not snown in Table 4). We had
predicted -an would energe earlier than ma- patterns, but we did not expect a.
virtual absence of ma- forms even among the oldest children. Although the ma-
CCeC pattern is,the preferred normative device for coining instrument nouns (the

one generally used bY the Hebrew Language Academy) , it hay not be productive in
everyday colloquial uS'age.

The present-tense form, with zero derivation, yielded conflicting
'predictions from semantip transparency and fOrmal simplicity. Overall, a$ Table
,4 shows, its use was relatively rare except among three-year-olds. The three-

year-olds, in general, found the task difficult, and Produced "don't know" as'
their commonest response. When they did rely on a noup, they tended to use
present-tense .formsf used more often for agents (38%) than for instruments
(22%). We should emphasize that these responses were innovative, and not merely
repetitions of the verb occurring in the expei-imenter's question: .each verb was
given in the infinitive form so use of a present participial form required
certain formal changes (e.g., from lisrof 'to hurn' to soref urburner', or from ,

lehafxid 'to frighten' to mafxid 'frighten-er'). .Forthree-year-olds, then, the
formall-y simpler pA4ent-ten3e form seemed to take precedence over the more
transparent suffixal -an. .

As predicted, comppunds were fairly rare ov.erall, although tney made up

7
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quite a large proportion of the instrument forms used by seven-year-olds (28%).
These compounds were not simple juxtapositions of two nouns or of a verb and
object noun, but were derived forms somewhat analogous to English compounds.of
the type wagon-puller.

Table 4:"Percentage of Agent and Instrument Forms Produced by Each Age Group

A

-an
I

present-tense form,
A r

compound
A 1

suppletive
A I

'3 years 15 12 3.8 22 5 4 8 34

4 years 62 42 5 5 8 8 6 24

5 iears 77 36 1 1 7 17 7 34

7 years 64 35 5 10 18 28 6 18

11 years 62 56 5 7 15 16 6 7

adults 73 51 10 14 3 s2 ' 6 7

-

The fourth category of responses shown in Table 4 is that o suppletives,
that is, familiar words used in lieu of innovative word forms for the meaning
given. For instance, when asked to coin a word for an instrument lehadlik nerok
't15 light candles', many children responded with the word gafrur 'match'.(.. Such

responses accounted for an average of 31% of the instrument nouns supplied by
the three youngest groups, a finding similar to that for Fnglish (Clark & Hecht,
1982)

In summary, children preferred different word-formation options at
different ages. The youngest children, where they gave any innovative nou s at
all, relied on present-tense forms for agents and instruments. From age ur

on, everyone showed a strong preference for -an for agents, as predicted, nd

also relied heaviay on -an for instruments. However, for instruments, -an
competed iwith suppletive responses up to age five, with compounds at age seven,
and with ma-CCee-for adults. - ,

Conclusions
This study allows us to make cross-linguistic compbrisons in the

,acquisttion of word-formation devices in order,to distinguish patterns of
response that may be language-specitic from patterns that reflect more general,
peehaps universal, principles of acquisition. Some of the results are clearly

,t

due to the fact that the children were acquiring Hebrew. For instance;" the

rarity and late emergen6e of compouqding (compared to very early use of this
device in languages like Fnglish or German) can be attributed to the low

P

prodyctivity of compounding in Hebrew. And, while the general developmental
.trends seem similar in Hebrew and Fnglish, the more v&ied set of devices
ivhilable to Hebrew speakers for coining agent and instrument nouns make the
task of acquisition more complex, 'and hence more prolonged, than appears to be.

:tne case for English-speaking children.

8

-
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Second, some of our results can be interpeted as reflecting thildren's
tendency to rely on general aoquisitional principles, and to apply language-
specific knowledge in'doing so. For instance, the principle of semantic
transparency that can explain Fnglish-speaking children's preference 'for -er
over zero derivation forms also,underlies Hebrew-speaking children's preference
for stem-external markers of lexical categories, and their avoidance of the

highly productive Semitic device of vowel insertion. While English-speaking

childre 9 ust attend to the shape of words as potential stems to which S'uffixes
can be/added, Hebrew-speaking children appear, to pay increasing attention to the
conso antal skeleton as the semantic core, and to shape these consonants
according to the stock of affixal patterns available. Tn both languages, 4

4 children start very, early to acquire,some devices for constructing new words.

Ilnird., still other results seem to reflect very general principles of
acquisition, unrelated to a specific language. For instance, children in both
studies were able to coin agent nouns.before instruments, and relied on fewer
devices for coining agents than instruments. (In both languages, children also
had more recourse td conventional,:already'eamiliar words--their suppletive
responses--for instruments thnh for cagents.) The fact that a single device--
suffixel -er for rnglish and -ah for Hebrew-Lwas preferred overall for both

. agent 4pd instrument nouns suggests that, across languages, speakers are
attentive to a superordinate category subsuming both agents and instruments, as
well as to those factors that differentiate agents from instruments formally and
conceptually.

Notes

11- Words have final stress unless shown as having main stress (') on the
,penultimate syllable.

[2] For present purposes, the alternations between the stops p, h, and k, and
their spirant counterparts, f, v, and, x respectively, are not relevant.

(31 These devices are used for constructing nouns and adjectives, but verbs are
invariably cdnstructed from the, consonantal root assigned to one or more of
the seven binysnim (verb patterns) . Cf. Polozky (197R) and Ravid (1978).

[4] Determining the relative produCtivity of these options is particularly
complex in Hebrew. For further discussion, see Clark, Berman & Hecht (in
preparation).

[51 Lexicalized Qgent compounds with a head noun in -man, as in FnglisK
mailmsn, policeman, mi]kman, are very rare in hebrew.

1.61 The 20 verbs were also selected to meet additional,criterin relevant to
Hebrew-word formation processes, e.g., subdivision into verb-patterns,
morphophonological properties of root consonants, and transitivity.

[7] Roth children and adults also received a comprehension task (see Clark,
Rerman & Hecht).

410.
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